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Abstract
In this paper, we consider a disaster scenario where multiple physical infrastructure components suffer damage. After the
disaster, the health of these components continue to deteriorate over time, unless they are being repaired. Given this setting,
we consider the problem of finding an optimal sequence to repair the different infrastructure components to maximize the
number of components that are eventually returned to full health. We show that under certain conditions on the rates of
improvement and deterioration, we can explicitly characterize the optimal repair policy as a function of the health states. We
find that the optimal sequence depends on the relationship between the rate of improvement (when being repaired) and the
rate of deterioration (when not being repaired).
1 Introduction
A disaster is a non-routine event that has the potential
for catastrophic impacts on physical, natural and social
systems. For instance, Hurricane Sandy caused 147 di-
rect casualties along its path and brought damage in
excess of $50 billion in the United States (Blake et al.,
2013). The recovery of infrastructure after a disaster is
a massive task which, in turn, also affects the return
patterns of displaced communities. It is therefore imper-
ative for emergency-response agencies to determine an
optimal sequence to repair the damaged components of
physical infrastructure in order to maximize recovery.
There are various studies that involve sequencing of re-
covery decisions in post-disaster scenarios. Some studies
develop network flow-based models for physical infras-
tructure networks where maximizing flow is considered
equivalent to maximizing recovery (Nurre et al., 2012).
Studies in operations research have focused on finding
an optimal sequence of targeting different roads in or-
der to remove debris after disasters (C¸elik et al., 2015).
However, these studies mainly focus on recovery of in-
dividual elements belonging to a certain type of phys-
ical infrastructure (e.g., roads in a transportation net-
work) rather than focusing on sequencing decisions for
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repairing portions of physical infrastructure with vary-
ing damage/health levels. Furthermore, these studies do
not model deterioration of physical infrastructure over
time if a component is not being repaired. Such deterio-
ration is commonly observed in real-world post-disaster
scenarios; for example road infrastructure deteriorates
over time in flooded areas after hurricanes (Gaspard
et al., 2007).
Our paper considers the problem of finding an op-
timal sequence (or control policy) that a recovery
agency/entity should follow in order to maximize the
number of physical infrastructure components that are
returned to full health. Specifically, we consider sce-
narios where the health of a component decreases over
time (at a certain rate) if it is not being repaired, and
increases (also at a given rate) during those time-steps
when it is being repaired. The contributions of this pa-
per are as follows: 1) we prove that the optimal policy
is to completely fix a given component before moving
to another one when the deterioration rates are larger
than the corresponding repair rates; 2) we show that
the optimal policy is to target the healthiest component
at each time-step when the deterioration and repair
rates are homogeneous across all the components and
the deterioration rates are larger than the repair rates;
and 3) we prove that the optimal policy is to target the
component that has the least value of health minus the
rate of deterioration at each time step when the rates
of repair are sufficiently larger than the corresponding
rates of deterioration. In the conference version of this
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paper (Gehlot et al., 2019), we studied the recovery
problem with homogeneous rates of repair and dete-
rioration. This paper significantly expands upon the
conference paper by considering heterogeneous rates
of repair and deterioration and showing that it is not
optimal to switch away from fixing a component before
fully repairing it when the deterioration rates are larger
than the repair rates (even for heterogeneous rates
across the components), and fully characterizing the op-
timal repair policy when the (possibly heterogeneous)
rates of repair are sufficiently larger than the (possibly
heterogeneous) rates of deterioration.
At a high level, problems of a similar flavor can also be
found in optimal control of robotic systems (Smith et al.,
2012) that persistently monitor changing environments;
there, the goal is to keep the level of uncertainty about
some dynamic phenomena below a certain threshold,
with the uncertainty growing over time whenever the
phenomenon is not being observed. Our problem also has
similarities to the problem of allocating resources (e.g.,
time slots) at a base station to many time-varying com-
peting flows/queues (Eryilmaz and Srikant, 2007; Ery-
ilmaz et al., 2005; Buche and Kushner, 2004). However,
these studies do not consider permanent failure of com-
ponents or flows being serviced, and instead focus on ei-
ther bounding the long-term state of the system, or max-
imizing long-term throughput or stability. Job schedul-
ing problems with degrading processing times (Cheng
et al., 2004; Wei et al., 2012; Ng et al., 2010) as a function
of job starting times also have analogies to our problem.
A major difference between job scheduling and our prob-
lem is that in the former, a job is considered to be late if
its completion time exceeds the corresponding due date,
whereas in our problem, an infrastructure component is
considered to be permanently failed if its health reaches
zero before the entity starts to fix it. Another important
difference is that a job is completely processed even if its
completion time exceeds the corresponding due date; in
contrast, an infrastructure component cannot be fixed
if its health value reaches the state of permanent fail-
ure. Our problem also has similarities with scheduling
analysis of real-time systems (Zhang and Burns, 2009);
there, the analysis focuses on real-time tasks that be-
come available for processing at different times; in con-
trast, all the infrastructure components in our problem
are available for repair starting at the same time.
Control problems for switched systems (Nghiem et al.,
2011; Nilsson and Ozay, 2017) also have similarities to
our problem. These studies characterize scheduling con-
trol policies so that states (e.g., temperature) of the
components (e.g., room) in the system always stay in a
given interval. In these studies, the system becomes un-
stable (equivalent to the notion of permanent failure in
our problem) if the state of a component violates any
of the two interval thresholds. In contrast, our problem
has one desirable threshold and one undesirable/failure
threshold. The desirable and undesirable thresholds rep-
resent the health value of an infrastructure component
when it is permanently repaired and permanently failed,
respectively. This model is motivated by the fact that
after disasters, infrastructure components such as roads
and water/sewer pipes deteriorate rapidly in compari-
son to the deterioration faced during normal times. For
instance, hairline cracks pose little threat to the func-
tionality of pipes; however, in disasters, deterioration is
accelerated until the cracks are repaired (Chisolm and
Matthews, 2012). The structural strength of pavement
sections submerged by floodwaters also significantly re-
duces over time (Sultana et al., 2014). Thus, it can be
assumed that the health of a component does not signif-
icantly vary due to normal deterioration processes once
it is repaired after disasters and thus can be considered
to be permanently repaired. Also, infrastructure compo-
nents like pavement sections can deteriorate to such a
level after disasters that they become unusable and re-
quire full replacement, which is expensive and thus un-
desirable (Sultana et al., 2016). At that point, compo-
nents can be considered to be permanently failed. So, the
objective of our problem is to maximize the number of
components that can be repaired to the desirable thresh-
old value (or permanent recovery) without ever reaching
the undesirable threshold (permanent failure). This dif-
ference leads us to characterize optimal policies of differ-
ent types depending on the problem conditions. We show
that non-jumping policies, where jumping between dif-
ferent components is not allowed, turn out to be optimal
under some conditions. In contrast, the aforementioned
studies related to switched systems do not characterize
non-jumping policies to be optimal; indeed, jumping is
necessary to meet the objectives of those problems.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In the next section,
we formally present the problem that we consider in this
paper. After this, we characterize the optimal control
policies for some instances of this problem. Finally, we
present the results of simulation studies to compare the
optimal control policies with randomly generated control
policies.
2 Problem Statement
There are N(≥ 2) nodes indexed by the set V =
{1, 2, . . . , N}, each representing a component of physi-
cal infrastructure. For instance, a node could represent
a portion of the power grid, the road network in a given
area, the communication infrastructure in a region, a
group of buildings, etc. There is a recovery agency (also
referred to as an entity) whose objective is to repair
these components after a disaster. We assume that time
progresses in discrete time steps, capturing the resolu-
tion at which the entity makes decisions about which
node to repair. We index the time steps with the vari-
able t ∈ N. The health of each node j ∈ V at time step t
is denoted by vjt ∈ [0, 1]. The initial health of each node
j is denoted by vj0 ∈ (0, 1). The aggregate state vector
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for the entire system at each time step t ∈ N is given by
{vjt }, where j ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
Definition 1 We say that node j permanently fails
at time step t if vjt = 0 and v
j
t−1 > 0. We say that
node j permanently recovers (or is fixed) at time step
t if vjt = 1 and v
j
t−1 < 1. If a node permanently fails
or permanently recovers, then its health does not change
thereafter.
At each time step t, the entity can target exactly one
node to repair during that time step. 1 Thus, the control
action taken by the entity at time step t is denoted by
ut ∈ V. If node j is being repaired by the entity at time
step t and it has not permanently failed or recovered,
its health increases by a quantity ∆jinc ∈ [0, 1] (up to a
maximum health of 1). If node j is not being repaired by
the entity at time step t and it has not permanently failed
or recovered, its health decreases by a fixed quantity
∆jdec ∈ [0, 1] (down to a minimum health of 0). Thus,
{∆jinc} and {∆jdec} represent the vectors of the rates
of repair and deterioration, respectively. For each node
j, the dynamics of the (controlled) recovery process are
given by
vjt+1 =

1 if vjt = 1,
0 if vjt = 0,
min(1, vjt + ∆
j
inc) if ut = j and v
j
t ∈ (0, 1),
max(0, vjt −∆jdec) if ut 6= j and vjt ∈ (0, 1).
(1)
Definition 2 For any given initial state v0 = {vj0} and
control sequence u¯0:∞ = {u¯0, u¯1, . . .}, we define the re-
ward J(v0, u¯0:∞) as the number of nodes that become
permanently repaired under that sequence. Mathemati-
cally, J(v0, u¯0:∞) = |{j ∈ V | ∃ t ≥ 0 s.t. vjt = 1}|.
Based on the dynamics (1) and the reward definition
given above, we study the following problem in this pa-
per.
Problem 1 (Optimal Recovery Sequencing)
Given a set V of N nodes with initial health values
v0 = {vj0}, along with repair and deterioration rates
{∆jinc} and {∆jdec}, respectively, find a control sequence
u∗0:∞ that maximizes the reward J(v0, u
∗
0:∞).
Before presenting our analysis of the problem, we intro-
duce the concept of a jump.
Definition 3 The entity is said to have jumped at some
time step t if it starts targeting a different node before
fully fixing the node it targeted in the last time step. That
1 We leave an investigation of the case where the entity can
simultaneously target multiple nodes for future work.
is, if ut−1 = j, v
j
t < 1 and ut 6= j then the entity is said
to have jumped at time step t. A control sequence that
does not contain any jumps is said to be a non-jumping
sequence.
We will split our analysis of the optimal control sequence
for Problem 1 into two parts: one for the case where
∆jdec ≥ ∆jinc,∀j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, and the other for the
remaining cases.
3 Optimal recovery sequencing for ∆jdec ≥∆jinc,∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,N}
We first show that non-jumping policies are optimal
when ∆jdec ≥ ∆jinc,∀j ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Subsequently, we
show that when the repair rates are lower bounded by a
positive real number, the optimal sequence can be found
via an algorithm that has run-time polynomial in the
number of nodes (but exponential in a certain function
of the repair and deterioration rates). Finally, we con-
sider the special case of Problem 1 where the deterio-
ration and repair rates are homogeneous across all the
nodes. For this case, we explicitly characterize the op-
timal non-jumping policy, and thereby find the globally
optimal policy.
3.1 Optimality of non-jumping policies
First, we analyze properties of sequences containing at
most one jump and later generalize to sequences con-
taining an arbitrary number of jumps. We start with the
following result.
Lemma 1 Suppose ∆jdec ≥ ∆jinc,∀j ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
Consider the two control sequences A and B targeting N
nodes shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. Suppose se-
quence A fixes all nodes and contains exactly one jump,
where the entity partially fixes node i1 before moving to
node i2 at time step t¯
A
1 . Sequence A then fully repairs
nodes i2, i3, . . . , ik, before returning to node i1 and fully
repairing it. Sequence B is a non-jumping sequence that
targets nodes in the order {i2, i3, . . . , ik, i1, ik+1, . . . , iN}.
Let tAj (resp. t
B
j ) be the number of time steps taken to
fix node ij in sequence A (resp. sequence B). Then,
sequence B also fixes all nodes, and furthermore, the
following holds true:
tAj ≥ tBj +
(
2j−2
)
t
A
1 ∀j ∈ {2, . . . , k}, (2)
tA1 ≥ tB1 + (2k−1 − 2)tA1 , (3)
tAj ≥ tBj +
(
2j−1 − 2j−k) tA1 ∀j ∈ {k + 1, . . . , N}. (4)
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Fig. 1. Sequence A with a single jump.
Fig. 2. Non-jumping sequence B.
PROOF. Let TA1 , T
A
2 , . . . , T
A
N be the time steps at
which sequence A starts targeting a new node, as shown
in Fig. 1. Similarly, let TB1 , T
B
2 , . . . , T
B
N−1 be the time
steps at which sequence B starts targeting a new node,
as shown in Fig. 2.
We start by first proving condition (2). We prove by
mathematical induction on the index of nodes in the
sequence. Consider j = 2. At time step TA1 in sequence
A, the health of node i2 is given by
vi2
TA1
= vi20 −∆i2dect
A
1 .
We now calculate tA2 as
tA2 =

1− vi2
TA1
∆i2inc
 =
⌈
1− vi20 + ∆i2dect
A
1
∆i2inc
⌉
≥
⌈
1− vi20
∆i2inc
⌉
+ t
A
1 = t
B
2 + t
A
1 ,
which satisfies condition (2). Suppose that condition (2)
holds for r nodes where r < k. If sequence A fully repairs
nodes i2, . . . , ir, then so does sequence B (as each node
is reached at an earlier time step in sequence B than
in sequence A, by the above inductive assumption). We
now compute v
ir+1
TAr
:
v
ir+1
TAr
= v
ir+1
0 −∆ir+1dec TAr
= v
ir+1
0 −∆ir+1dec
(
t
A
1 + t
A
2 + . . . + t
A
r
)
.
Thus,
tAr+1 =

1− vir+10 + ∆ir+1dec
(
t
A
1 + t
A
2 + . . . + t
A
r
)
∆
ir+1
inc

≥
⌈
1− vir+10 + ∆ir+1dec
(
tB2 + . . . + t
B
r
)
∆
ir+1
inc
+
∆
ir+1
dec
(
t
A
1 + t
A
1 + 2t
A
1 + . . . + 2
r−2tA1
)
∆
ir+1
inc

≥ tBr+1 + 2r−1tA1 .
So, we have shown condition (2) by induction. We now
prove condition (3). Node i1 is targeted again in sequence
A at time step TAk , at which point its health is
vi1
TA
k
= vi10 + t
A
1 ∆
i1
inc −
(
tA2 + . . . + t
A
k
)
∆i1dec. (5)
Thus, the number of time steps taken to repair node
i1 in sequence A (the second time it is targeted in the
sequence) is
tA1 =
⌈
1− vi10 − tA1 ∆i1inc +
(
tA2 + . . . + t
A
k
)
∆i1dec
∆i1inc
⌉
. (6)
Note that
tA2 + . . . + t
A
k ≥ tB2 + . . . + tBk +
(
2k−1 − 1) tA1 , (7)
by condition (2). Furthermore, in sequenceB, the health
of node i1 at the time it is targeted is given by
vi1
TB
k−1
= vi10 −∆i1dec(tB2 + tB3 + · · ·+ tBk ).
Comparing this to the health of node i1 in sequence A at
the time it is targeted (given by (5)), and using (7), we
see that since i1 is assumed to not have failed in sequence
A, it will not have failed in sequence B as well. Thus, the
number of time steps required to repair i1 in sequence
B is given by
tB1 =
⌈
1− vi10 + ∆i1dec(tB2 + tB3 + · · ·+ tBk )
∆i1inc
⌉
. (8)
Thus, using (6), (7) and (8), we have
tA1 ≥ tB1 +
(
2k−1 − 2) tA1 ,
proving condition (3).
We now prove condition (4) via mathematical induction.
Consider node ik+1. At the time step when this node is
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targeted in sequence A, its health is
v
ik+1
TA
k+1
= v
ik+1
0 −∆ik+1dec TAk+1
= v
ik+1
0 −∆ik+1dec
(
t
A
1 + t
A
2 + . . . + t
A
k + t
A
1
)
.
If node ik+1 has not failed at this point in sequence A,
it has also not failed when it is reached in sequence B
(as all nodes prior to ik+1 are fixed faster in sequence
B than in sequence A, as shown above). Thus, using (2)
and (3),
tAk+1 =

1− vik+10 + ∆ik+1dec
(
t
A
1 + t
A
2 + . . . + t
A
k + t
A
1
)
∆
ik+1
inc

≥
⌈
1− vik+10 + ∆ik+1dec
(
tB2 + . . . + t
B
k + t
B
1
)
∆
ik+1
inc
+
∆
ik+1
dec
(
t
A
1 + t
A
1 + 2t
A
1 + . . . + 2
k−2tA1 +
(
2k−1 − 2) tA1 )
∆
ik+1
inc

≥ tBk+1 +
(
2k − 2) tA1 ,
which satisfies condition (4). Suppose condition (4) holds
for j ∈ {k+1, . . . , r}, where r < N . Consider node ir+1.
Then, a similar inductive argument can be used to show
that
tAr+1 ≥ tBr+1 +
(
2r − 2r+1−k) tA1 .
This proves the third claim. 
The above result considered sequences containing ex-
actly one jump. This leads us to the following key result
pertaining to the optimal control policy when ∆jdec ≥
∆jinc,∀j ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
Theorem 1 Let there be N(≥ 2) nodes and ∆jdec ≥
∆jinc,∀j ∈ {1, . . . , N}. If there is a sequence U with one
or more jumps that fixes x(≤ N) nodes, then there ex-
ists a non-jumping sequence that fixes x nodes in less
time. Thus, non-jumping sequences are optimal when
∆jdec ≥ ∆jinc,∀j ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
PROOF. We prove that given a sequence with an ar-
bitrary number of jumps that fixes x(≤ N) nodes, one
can come up with a sequence that fixes x nodes but has
one less jump than the given sequence (and fixes in less
time than the given sequence). One can iteratively ap-
ply this result on the obtained sequences to eventually
yield a non-jumping sequence that fixes x nodes in less
time as compared to the given sequence.
Consider the given sequence U that fixes x nodes and
suppose it contains one or more jumps. Denote the set
of x nodes that are fixed by sequence U as Z. Remove
all the nodes in U that are not fully fixed. This gives a
new sequence V that only targets nodes in the set Z.
Consider the last jump in the sequence, and suppose
it occurs at time step T . Denote the portion of the
sequence V from time step T − 1 onwards by A, and
denote the portion of the sequence V from time step
0 to time step T − 2 by A′. Now, note that sequence
A contains exactly one jump. Thus, by Lemma 1, we
can replace sequence A with another sequence B that
contains no jumps and fully fixes all nodes that are
fully fixed in A in less time. Create a new sequence V ′
by concatenating the sequence A′ and the sequence B.
Thus, V ′ is a sequence with one fewer jump than U , and
fixes all the x nodes in set Z and does so in less time.
The first part of the result thus follows. The fact that
non-jumping policies are optimal is then immediately
obtained by considering U to be any optimal policy. 
3.2 Optimal sequencing when the repair rates are lower
bounded by a positive real number
We now show that the optimal sequence can be found
in polynomial time under certain conditions on the re-
pair and deterioration rates. We start with the following
result.
Lemma 2 Let there be N(≥ 2) nodes and ∆jdec ≥
∆jinc,∀j ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Define n = minj
⌊
∆j
dec
∆j
inc
⌋
. Then,
the maximum number of nodes that can be fixed by a
non-jumping sequence is given by
L = min
{
N,
⌊
log(1+n)
(
n
minj{∆jdec}
+ 1
)
+ 1
⌋}
.
(9)
PROOF. Theorem 1 showed that non-jumping se-
quences are optimal when ∆jdec ≥ ∆jinc,∀j. Next, note
from the definition of n that for each time step that a
node j deteriorates (where its health decreases by ∆jdec),
it will take at least n time steps of repair to compensate
for that deterioration. We can now bound the number
of nodes that are fixed by a non-jumping sequence as
follows. The number of time steps taken to fix the first
node is at least equal to 1. Then, the number of time
steps taken to fix the second node in the sequence is at
least equal to 1+n (for the second node in the sequence,
it takes at least n time steps to repair the health that
is lost due to deterioration and it takes at least one ad-
ditional time step to repair the difference between the
initial health and the full health). The number of time
steps taken to fix the third node in the sequence is at
least equal to 1+n(1+1+n), i.e., n times the number of
time steps spent on repairing the previous nodes in or-
der to make up for the deterioration faced in those time
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steps, and at least one additional time step to recover to
full health. By induction, it can be easily shown that the
number of time steps taken to fix the ijth node in the
sequence is at least equal to (1 + n)j−1. Let the number
of nodes fixed by the optimal sequence be x. Then, the
ixth node should have positive health value by the time
the first x− 1 nodes are fixed. The largest time step at
which there is a node with positive health value is given
by maxj
{
vj0
∆j
dec
}
. Then, (1 + n)0 + (1 + n)1 + . . . +
(1 + n)x−2 = (1+n)
x−1−1
n < maxj
{
vj0
∆j
dec
}
. Note that
maxj
{
vj0
∆j
dec
}
< maxj
{
1
∆j
dec
}
= 1
minj{∆jdec}
because
vj0 < 1,∀j. Thus, x < log(1+n)
(
n
minj{∆jdec}
+ 1
)
+ 1. 
We now show that if L is upper bounded (which will
happen when the ratio n
minj{∆jdec}
is upper bounded by
a positive real number), the optimal sequencing policy
can be computed polynomially in the number of nodes.
Theorem 2 Let there be N(≥ 2) nodes and ∆jdec ≥
∆jinc,∀j ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Define n = minj
⌊
∆j
dec
∆j
inc
⌋
. If
n
minj{∆jdec}
is upper bounded by a positive real number,
then the complexity of finding the optimal sequence is
polynomial in the number of nodes.
PROOF. Since n
minj{∆jdec}
is upper bounded by a posi-
tive real number, the quantity L in (9) is upper-bounded
by a constant. Under this condition, we enumerate all
the non-jumping sequences of length L that need to be
compared to find the optimal sequence. At the start of
the first time step, there are N choices of nodes that can
be targeted; after fixing the first node, there are N − 1
choices of nodes that can be fixed, and so on. Since the
maximum number of nodes that can be fixed is L, the
number of sequences that need to be compared to find
the optimal sequence is O
(
NL
)
. Denote the set of non-
jumping sequences of length L by W. We compute the
number of nodes that are fixed by the sequences in set
W through simulation. Since a sequence can fix at most
L nodes, there would be O(L) operations in the simula-
tion while computing the number of fixed nodes. Thus,
the complexity of computing the optimal sequence is
O
(
LNL
)
. Therefore, the complexity of finding the op-
timal sequence is polynomial in the number of nodes. 
Remark 1 Note that n
minj{∆jdec}
= n
minj{nj∆jinc}
, where
nj =
∆j
dec
∆j
inc
≥ 1. By definition, nj ≥ n,∀j. Thus,
n
minj{nj∆jinc}
≤ n
minj{n∆jinc}
= 1
minj{∆jinc}
. Therefore, a
sufficient condition for n
minj{∆jdec}
to be upper bounded
by a positive real number is that minj{∆jinc} be lower
bounded by a positive real number. Thus, the complex-
ity of finding the optimal sequence is polynomial in the
number of nodes if the repair rates are lower bounded
by a positive real number and for all j ∈ {1, . . . , N},
∆jdec ≥ ∆jinc.
While Theorem 2 and Remark 1 establish that the opti-
mal sequence can be found in polynomial-time (specifi-
cally,O(LNL)) if the repair rates are bounded away from
zero and ∆jdec ≥ ∆jinc ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, the exponent
L can be large if the repair rates are small. In the next
section, we focus on instances of Problem 1 with homo-
geneous rates of repair and deterioration. For such in-
stances of the problem, we show that the optimal policy
can be explicitly characterized, regardless of the bound
on the repair rates.
3.3 Optimal sequences for homogeneous rates of repair
and deterioration
We now consider a special case of Problem 1 when the
deterioration and repair rates are homogeneous across
all the nodes, i.e. ∆jdec = ∆dec,∀j and ∆jinc = ∆inc,∀j.
Theorem 1 showed that non-jumping policies are opti-
mal for general (heterogeneous) rates when the rates of
deterioration are larger than the rates of repair, and thus
this result holds for homogeneous rates as well. We now
focus on the homogeneous case, and characterize the op-
timal non-jumping policy in the set of all non-jumping
policies. The following lemma will be useful for a later
result.
Lemma 3 Let there be N(≥ 2) nodes, and for all j ∈
{1, . . . , N}, ∆jdec = ∆dec, ∆jinc = ∆inc with ∆dec ≥
∆inc. Consider a non-jumping sequence that fixes all the
nodes. Under that sequence, suppose the order in which
the nodes are targeted is (i1, . . . , iN ) and that tj is the
number of time steps the entity takes to fix node ij. Define
A1 = v
i1
0 and Ak = v
ik
0 − ∆dec
∑k
j=2
⌈
1−Aj−1
∆inc
⌉
for k ∈
{2, . . . , N}. Then, the following holds true:
N−1∑
p=1
tp =
N∑
j=2
⌈
1−Aj−1
∆inc
⌉
. (10)
The proof follows immediately from mathematical in-
duction by noting thatAj is the health of node ij when it
is reached in the sequence, and thus tj =
⌈
1−Aj
∆inc
⌉
,∀j ∈
{1, . . . , N}.
The next result presents the necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for a non-jumping sequence to fix all nodes.
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Corollary 1 Let there be N(≥ 2) nodes, and for all
j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, ∆jinc = ∆inc, ∆jdec = ∆dec and ∆dec ≥
∆inc. Consider a non-jumping sequence, where the or-
der in which the nodes are targeted is (i1, . . . , iN ). De-
fine A1 = v
i1
0 and Ak = v
ik
0 −∆dec
∑k
j=2
⌈
1−Aj−1
∆inc
⌉
for
k ∈ {2, . . . , N}. Then the following conditions are nec-
essary and sufficient for all the nodes to eventually get
fixed:
Ak > 0 ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , N}. (11)
The proof follows trivially from the definition of Ak,
namely that Ak is the health of node ik at the time step
when all nodes before ik in the sequence under consid-
eration are repaired fully and the entity starts repairing
node ik.
Based on Corollary 1, we now provide a policy that fixes
the maximum number of nodes, under certain conditions
on the initial health values and rates of recovery and
deterioration.
Theorem 3 Let there be N(≥ 2) nodes, and for all
j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, ∆jinc = ∆inc, ∆jdec = ∆dec and ∆dec ≥
∆inc. Suppose ∆dec = n∆inc, where n is a positive in-
teger. Also, for each node j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, suppose there
exists a positive integer mj such that 1 − vj0 = mj∆inc.
Then, the non-jumping sequence that targets nodes in de-
creasing order of their initial health is optimal.
PROOF. Consider any optimal (non-jumping) se-
quence B, and let x be the number of nodes fixed by
that sequence. Denote this set of x(≤ N) nodes as Z.
Let {i1, . . . , ix} be the order in which the sequence
B fixes the x nodes. The conditions ∆dec = n∆inc
and 1 − vj0 = mj∆inc, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , N} ensure
that no node gets fixed halfway through a time
step. Thus, the necessary and sufficient conditions
to fix x nodes if a non-jumping sequence B tar-
gets the nodes in the order (i1, . . . , ix) are given by
Ak > 0,∀k ∈ {1, . . . , x} from Corollary 1, where
A1 = v
i1
0 and Ak = v
ik
0 − n
∑k
j=2 (1−Aj−1) for
k ∈ {2, . . . , x}. Note that the ceiling functions in the
definition of Ak in Corollary 1 are dropped due to the
conditions on the health values and the rates of repair
and deterioration.
As ∆dec = n∆inc, we can expand these conditions as
vik0 −n
k∑
j=2
(
(1− vij−10 )(1 + n)k−j
)
> 0 ∀k ∈ {2, . . . , x}.
(12)
The conditions (12) can be alternatively written as
vi10 n + v
i2
0 > n, (13)
vi10 n(1 + n) + v
i2
0 n + v
i3
0 > n(1 + n) + n, (14)
...
vi10 n (1 + n)
x−2
+vi20 n(1+n)
x−3 + . . .+vix−10 n+v
ix
0 >
n (1 + n)
x−2
+ n(1 + n)x−3 + . . . + n. (15)
The RHS of the above conditions do not depend on the
sequence in which the nodes are fixed. Consider the left-
hand side (LHS) of the above conditions. In condition
(13), the LHS would be the largest when node i1 has the
largest initial health (as coefficients corresponding to vi10
and vi20 are n and 1, respectively). In condition (14), the
LHS would be the largest when node i1 has the largest
initial health and node i2 has the second largest initial
health (as coefficients corresponding to vi10 , v
i2
0 , v
i3
0 are
n(1 + n), n, 1, respectively). Proceeding in this manner
until the last condition (equation (15)), we see that the
LHS would be largest when i1 is the node with largest
initial health, i2 is the node with the second largest ini-
tial health and so on. Thus, the non-jumping sequence
C that targets the nodes of set Z in decreasing order
of their initial health values would also fix x nodes and
hence will be optimal (since it fixes the same number
of nodes as the optimal sequence B). Consider another
non-jumping sequence D that targets the top x nodes
with the largest initial health values from the N nodes.
Then, the sequence D would also fix x nodes. That is
because each node in sequence D has a higher initial
health value (or at least equal) to the corresponding
node in sequence C and thus sequence D satisfies the
conditions (13)-(15). Thus, the policy of targeting the
nodes in decreasing order of their initial health values
would also fix x nodes, and hence is optimal. 
Remark 2 Theorem 1 shows that non-jumping policies
are optimal when ∆dec ≥ ∆inc. Furthermore, Theo-
rem 3 shows that under certain conditions on the initial
health values and repair/deterioration rates, repairing
the nodes in decreasing order of their initial health is
optimal. Equivalently, under the conditions given
in these theorems, the optimal sequence is a feed-
back policy that targets the healthiest node at each
time step.
The above theorem relied on the initial health values and
rates of repair/deterioration being such that each node
requires an integer number of time steps to be fully re-
paired (allowing the ceiling functions in the characteri-
zation of the number of time steps to be dropped). When
the health values and rates do not satisfy those condi-
tions, we provide an example to show that the policy of
targeting the nodes in decreasing order of their initial
health values need not be optimal.
Example 1 Consider ∆dec = 0.7,∆inc = 0.6 and two
nodes with initial health values as v10 = 0.95, v
2
0 = 0.6.
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If the node with the largest initial health (i.e., node 1)
is first targeted, then node 2 fails by the time the entity
reaches it. However, if the node with the lowest initial
health (i.e., node 2) is first targeted before targeting node
1 then it is possible to fix both the nodes. Thus, when the
conditions of Theorem 3 are not satisfied then targeting
the nodes in decreasing order of health values might not
be the optimal policy.
We also give an example to show that the policy that
targets the healthiest node at each time step may not be
optimal when the deterioration and repair rates are not
homogeneous.
Example 2 Consider two nodes such that v10 =
0.9, v20 = 0.4, ∆
1
dec = 0.6,∆
2
dec = 0.6, ∆
1
inc = 0.1, and
∆2inc = 0.6. If the policy of targeting the healthiest node
at each time step is followed then node 2 fails by the
time the entity reaches it. However, if we follow the non-
jumping sequence that first fixes the least healthy node
(i.e., node 2), then it is possible to fix both the nodes.
Characterizing the optimal policy in the above cases is
an avenue for future research.
4 Optimal Sequences for ∆jdec < ∆
j
inc
We now turn our attention to the case where ∆jdec <
∆jinc for one or more j ∈ {1, . . . , N}. First, we define the
concept of a modified health value.
Definition 4 The modified health value of a node j at
time t is the health value minus the rate of deterioration, 2
i.e., vjt −∆jdec.
We start with the following general result.
Lemma 4 Let there beN(≥ 2) nodes. Then, a necessary
condition for all the nodes to eventually get fixed (regard-
less of the rates of repair and deterioration) is that there
exists a permutation (i1, . . . , iN ) such that
v
ij
0 > (N − j)∆ijdec, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , N}. (16)
PROOF. Suppose there exists a sequence that fixes all
the nodes. At each time step t, use Ct to denote the set
of nodes that have not been targeted at least once by
the entity prior to t. Note that C0 ⊇ C1 ⊇ . . . ⊇ CN−1.
At t = 0, |Ct| = N where |Ct| denotes the cardinality of
set Ct. At time t = 1, |Ct| = N − 1 as there are N − 1
nodes that have not been targeted by the entity at least
once. Each node k belonging to the set C1 should have
2 Note that modified health value of a node is allowed to be
negative unlike the health value.
initial health value larger than ∆kdec to survive until
t = 1. At t = 2, |Ct| ≥ N − 2 as there are at least N − 2
nodes that have not been targeted by the entity at least
once. Each node k belonging to the set C2 should have
initial health value larger than 2∆kdec to survive until
t = 2. Repeating this argument for the next N − 3
time steps proves that there should be a permutation
(i1, . . . , iN ) that should satisfy the conditions (16) for
all the nodes to eventually get fixed. Note that (16)
represents necessary conditions that need to be satisfied
by any sequence that fixes all the nodes, regardless of
the rates of repair and deterioration. 
We now provide the following result for the case when
the rates of repair are significantly larger than the rates
of deterioration.
Lemma 5 Let there be N(≥ 2) nodes, and sup-
pose ∆jinc > (N − 1)∆jdec,∀j ∈ {1, . . . , N} and
∆jinc >
∑
k 6=j ∆
k
dec,∀j ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Suppose there
exists a permutation (i1, . . . , iN ) such that
v
ij
0 > (N − j)∆ijdec, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , N}. (17)
Then, the sequence that fixes the node with the least mod-
ified health at each time step will fix all of the nodes.
PROOF. Suppose there is a permutation (i1, . . . , iN )
such that (17) holds. There are N possible cases depend-
ing upon on which node has the lowest initial modified
health. The first case is when node iN has the lowest ini-
tial modified health, i.e., viN0 −∆iNdec = minij{vij0 −∆ijdec}.
After the completion of the first time step, unless node
iN gets permanently repaired, the health values of the
nodes are given by
viN1 = v
iN
0 + ∆
iN
inc > (N − 1)∆iNdec, (18)
v
ij
1 = v
ij
0 −∆ijdec > (N − 1− j)∆ijdec, (19)
∀j ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1},
where the inequality in (19) comes from (17). Thus, there
exists a permutation (i′1, . . . , i
′
N ) = (iN , i1, i2, . . . , iN−1)
that satisfies the conditions (17) at time t = 1. We
now consider the second case, when v
iN−1
0 − ∆iN−1dec =
minij{vij0 −∆ijdec} but node iN does not have the lowest
modified health. Then, after the completion of the first
time step, unless node iN−1 gets permanently repaired,
the health values of the nodes are given by
v
iN−1
1 = v
iN−1
0 + ∆
iN−1
inc > (N − 1)∆iN−1dec , (20)
viN1 = v
iN
0 −∆iNdec > viN−10 −∆iN−1dec > 0, (21)
v
ij
1 = v
ij
0 −∆ijdec > (N − 1− j)∆ijdec, (22)
∀j ∈ {1, . . . , N − 2}.
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Note that the first inequality in condition (21) holds
as v
iN−1
0 − ∆iN−1dec = minij{vij0 − ∆ijdec}. The second
inequality in condition (21) holds from (17). Thus, the
N nodes satisfy (17), but with the indices reordered.
The remaining N − 2 cases similarly follow and are
therefore omitted. Thus, if the health values of the
nodes satisfy the conditions in equation (17) at any
time step then there would be a permutation of nodes
that satisfies the conditions (17) in the next time step.
Therefore, no node’s health would become zero at any
time. Furthermore, if node j is targeted by the entity
at a time step and it does not get permanently fixed
then the average health of all the nodes increases by at
least
∆j
inc
−
∑
k 6=j ∆
k
dec
N . Note that
∆j
inc
−
∑
k 6=j ∆
k
dec
N > 0 as
∆jinc >
∑
k 6=j ∆
k
dec, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , N}. So, either the
increase in average health at each time step is positive
or a node gets permanently fixed in a time step or both.
Therefore, all the nodes would eventually get fixed. 
The next result shows that it is optimal to target the
node with the least modified health at each time step,
under certain conditions on the rates of repair and de-
terioration. Thus, non-jumping policies are no longer
necessarily optimal when ∆jdec < ∆
j
inc for one or more
j ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
Theorem 4 Let there be N(≥ 2) nodes and sup-
pose ∆jinc > (N − 1)∆jdec,∀j ∈ {1, . . . , N} and
∆jinc >
∑
k 6=j ∆
k
dec, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Then, the opti-
mal policy is to target the node with the least modified
health at each time step.
PROOF. Consider a sequence U that fixes x(≤ N)
nodes. Denote the set of x nodes as Z. By Lemma 4,
there exists a permutation (i1, . . . , ix) of the nodes in
the set Z such that
v
ij
0 > (x− j)∆ijdec, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , x}. (23)
Since there exists a permutation of the nodes in the set
Z satisfying the conditions (23), the sequence S that
targets the node with the least modified health at each
time step in Z fixes all of the nodes in Z by Lemma
5. Denote the set of nodes that satisfies conditions (23)
at time step t as Bt. Then, B0 is the set Z. We show
that there exists a set Bt at each time step t if the node
with the least modified health (among the N nodes) is
targeted at each time step. In the first time step, either
the node with the least modified health value from the
set B0 is targeted or a node outside the set B0 is targeted.
If a node from the set B0 is targeted then the nodes from
set B0 satisfy the conditions (23) at the end of first time
step (as shown in the proof of Lemma 5). Thus, the set
B1 would be the same as set B0. Consider the other case
in which a node c not belonging to the set B0 is targeted.
Then, the health value of node c after the first step would
be greater than (x − 1)∆cdec as ∆cinc > (N − 1)∆cdec ≥
(x−1)∆cdec. Also, a set of x−1 nodes in the set B0 would
satisfy the following due to conditions (23):
v
ij
1 = v
ij
0 −∆ijdec > (x−j−1)∆ijdec, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , x−1}.
Thus, there exists a permutation of nodes in the set B1
(consisting of node c and x− 1 nodes from B0) that sat-
isfies the conditions (23) after the first time step. We can
repeat this argument for all the subsequent time steps,
noting that there would always be a set Bt of size x
that would satisfy the conditions (23) and thus x nodes
would eventually get fixed. Thus, if there is a sequence
U that fixes x(≤ N) nodes then the sequence that tar-
gets the node with the least modified health at each
time step also fixes x nodes. The result thus follows. 
Note that when the deterioration rates are homogeneous
across all the nodes and ∆inc > (N−1)∆dec, the optimal
policy is to target the least healthy node at each time
step by Theorem 4. Also, it can be seen that optimal
control sequences depend on the relationship between
∆jdec and ∆
j
inc. When the deterioration and the repair
rates are homogeneous across all the nodes and ∆dec ≥
∆inc, targeting the healthiest node at each time step is
the optimal feedback policy (under certain conditions
on the initial health values), whereas targeting the node
with the least modified health at each time step is the
optimal feedback policy when ∆jinc > (N − 1)∆jdec,∀j
and ∆jinc >
∑
k 6=j ∆
k
dec. For the range ∆
j
dec < ∆
j
inc <
(N − 1)∆jdec, we provide an example to show that these
properties of the optimal sequence need not apply.
Example 3 Consider three nodes with homogeneous
rates of deterioration and repair, ∆inc = 0.025 and
∆dec = 0.02, so that ∆dec < ∆inc < (N − 1)∆dec.
Suppose v10 = 0.8, v
2
0 = 0.52 and v
3
0 = 0.73. Consider
a non-jumping sequence that targets the nodes in the
order (1, 2, 3); one can verify that this sequence fixes all
the nodes. However, the non-jumping sequence (1, 3, 2)
that targets nodes in decreasing order of their health
values does not fix all the nodes. Table 1 presents the
progression of health values of nodes for the aforemen-
tioned sequences. Additionally, consider the sequence
that targets the least healthy node at each time step
(i.e., the optimal policy under homogeneous rates when
∆inc > (N − 1)∆dec). This sequence also does not fix all
nodes. Table 2 presents the progression of health values
of nodes when the least healthy node is targeted at each
time step.
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Table 1
Health progression with non-jumping sequences (1, 2, 3) and
(1, 3, 2) in Example 3
Time
step (t)
v1t v
2
t v
3
t
Time
step (t)
v1t v
2
t v
3
t
0 0.8 0.52 0.73 0 0.8 0.52 0.73
8 1 0.36 0.57 8 1 0.36 0.57
34 1 1 0.05 26 1 0 1
72 1 1 1
Table 2
Health progression when the least healthy node is targeted
at each time step in Example 3
Time step (t) v1t v
2
t v
3
t
0 0.8 0.52 0.73
1 0.78 0.545 0.71
2 0.76 0.57 0.69
3 0.74 0.595 0.67
...
...
...
...
134 0.01 0 0.03
...
...
...
...
5 Simulation results
In this section, we seek to understand how much better
the optimal policy can perform compared to randomly
generated sequences. In a randomly generated sequence,
a node is chosen uniformly random from all the nodes
that have health values in the interval (0,1) (i.e., the
nodes that are not permanently failed or repaired) at
each time-step. In these tests, we keep the deterioration
and repair rates to be homogeneous. We split our results
into two parts: 1) ∆dec ≥ ∆inc, and 2) ∆dec < ∆inc.
In the first case, consider ∆dec = 0.01, ∆inc = 0.01
and 15 nodes that have identical initial health values
equal to 0.99. These parameters satisfy the conditions
of Theorem 3. Therefore, the sequence that targets the
nodes in decreasing order of health values is optimal.
By simulation, we find that the number of nodes that
are fixed by the optimal sequence is equal to 7. For
this example, the maximum number of nodes that can
be fixed can also be calculated by Lemma 2 with n =
∆dec
∆inc
= 1. Note that
⌊
log(1+n)
(
n
minj{∆jdec}
+ 1
)
+ 1
⌋
=⌊
log2
(
1
0.01 + 1
)
+ 1
⌋
= 7 < 15. Thus, the maximum
number of nodes that can be fixed is L = 7.
To compare how much better the optimal policy does
than randomly generated sequences, we randomly gener-
ated 1000 sequences (without any restriction on jumps)
and computed the number of nodes that are fixed by each
one. Figure 3 presents the distribution of nodes that are
fixed by the randomly generated sequences. It can be
seen that most of the sequences fix two nodes. We also
randomly generated non-jumping sequences and plotted
the distribution of nodes that are fixed by such sequences
in Figure 4 (in a randomly generated non-jumping se-
quence, a node is chosen uniformly random from all the
nodes that have health values in the interval (0,1) at the
given time and then that node is fixed to the full health
before another node is targeted by the entity). It can be
seen that all the non-jumping sequences fix 7 nodes; this
is due to the initial health values of all the nodes being
equal (causing all nodes to be identical in this example).
Another important point from Figures 3 and 4 is that
non-jumping sequences fix more nodes than general se-
quences because non-jumping policies are optimal when
∆dec ≥ ∆inc.
Note that in the aforementioned example, all non-
jumping sequences perform equally well. However, this
will not always hold true. For example, consider a set-
ting with N(≥ 3) nodes. For all j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, let
∆jdec = ∆dec =
1
N , and ∆
j
inc = ∆inc =
1
N . Out of the N
nodes, let blog2 (N + 1) + 1c nodes have initial health
values equal to 1 − ∆inc = 1 − 1N and the remaining
nodes have health values equal to ∆inc =
1
N . Then, the
optimal sequence (that targets the nodes in decreasing
order of initial health values) fixes blog2 (N + 1) + 1c
nodes by Lemma 2. Note that although Lemma 2 gives
an upper bound on the number of nodes that are fixed
by the optimal sequence, the number of nodes fixed by
the optimal sequence is equal to blog2 (N + 1) + 1c in
this example because the repair and deterioration rates
are homogeneous across all the nodes, and there are
blog2 (N + 1) + 1c nodes having largest and identical
initial health values. As N → ∞, the number of nodes
fixed by the optimal sequence goes to infinity. Thus, the
sequence that targets the nodes in decreasing order of
initial health values fixes all the nodes that have initial
health values equal to blog2 (N + 1) + 1c. Consider a
non-jumping sequence that first targets one of the nodes
that have initial health values equal to 1N . Then, this
sequence would only be able to fix one node (as all the
other nodes would fail by the time the entity starts fix-
ing them). The probability that a randomly generated
sequence would start targeting one of the nodes having
initial health value equal to 1N is
N−blog2(N+1)+1c
N . Thus,
as N → ∞, the probability that a randomly generated
sequence fixes only one node goes to one. Therefore, the
optimal sequence does infinitely better than a randomly
generated sequence with probability one as N →∞.
Next, consider another case where the initial health val-
ues of the 15 nodes are equal to 0.05, 0.1, . . . , 0.75. Let
∆dec = 0.03 and ∆inc = 0.75, so that the condition
∆inc > (N−1)∆dec is satisfied. Thus, the sequence that
fixes the least healthy node at each time step is opti-
mal (under homogeneous rates) by Theorem 4. By sim-
ulating this sequence, we find that the sequence fixes all
the 15 nodes. Figure 5 presents the distribution of nodes
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Fig. 3. Histogram of number of nodes that are fixed by ran-
domly generated sequences in case 1.
Fig. 4. Histogram of number of nodes that are fixed by ran-
domly generated non-jumping sequences in case 1.
that are fixed by randomly generated sequences. It can
be seen that the random sequences fix approximately 11
nodes.
Fig. 5. Histogram of number of nodes that are fixed by ran-
domly generated sequences in case 2.
The aforementioned simulation results show that the
number of nodes that are fixed by randomly generated
sequences can be significantly different from the optimal
sequences, and thereby illustrate the benefit of charac-
terizing and using the optimal policies.
6 Summary
In this paper, we studied the problem of optimal se-
quencing of recovery actions in a post-disaster scenario,
where multiple physical infrastructure components have
been damaged, and an agency wishes to fully repair as
many components as possible. We characterized optimal
policies for specific instances of the problem. We found
that the properties of optimal policies depend on the
relationship between the repair rate and the deteriora-
tion rate. We showed that when deterioration and re-
pair rates are homogeneous, and the deterioration rate
is larger than the repair rate, it is optimal to target the
healthiest component at each time step (under certain
conditions on the initial health values). If the repair rate
is sufficiently greater than the deterioration rate for each
node, then it is optimal to target the node that has the
least modified health at each step.
There are several interesting avenues for future research.
Characterizing optimal sequences with non-constant de-
terioration and repair rates is one such promising direc-
tion. Introducing more complex reward functions such as
different weights for infrastructure components is also a
possible future direction. Extending the problem to take
into account stochasticity in deterioration and repair
rates is another future avenue. Also, developing state es-
timation methods for exact measurement of the health
values and the rates of the nodes will be of interest.
Furthermore, incorporating interdependencies between
different infrastructure components into the sequencing
decisions also has importance for real-world scenarios.
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